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PCThe Independent Guide to IBM Personal ComputersPC Mag
Mollie Makes is the UK's most successful lifestyle and craft magazine, bringing you the best of
contemporary craft. The Mollie Makes team have hand-picked projects from their favourite
international designers.
Pocket Guide Seattle includes a chapter detailing the Seattle's history and culture, 13
itineraries and 2 excursions taking in sights ranging from the Olympic Peninsula to the Space
Needle, leisure activities, and a comprehensive information section packed with essential
contact addresses and numbers. Plus many high quality photographs and maps, including a
detailed pullout map.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews
of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help
you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
"The Road to Oxiana" by Robert Byron. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction
and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
“There's nothing better than an author who's made all the mistakes herself, has taught
hundreds of others, and writes with humor. Chris James fills the bill. This beautiful book talks
about knits, rolled hems, and flatlocking. At the end is a trouble-shooting guide....The close-up
color photos make her text even more understandable....highly recommended.”—The Creative
Machine. “The most comprehensive reference on serging to date.”—Craft & Needlework Age.

With its radiant beams and calculated curves, the New York Beauty quilt has always
been a showstopper. Now you can make your own jaw-dropping Australian wedding
quilt with Cinzia White, the esteemed designer behind The Storyteller’s Sampler Quilt.
This queen-size bed quilt boasts 54 gorgeous New York Beauty blocks named for and
inspired by Australian wildlife. Don’t be afraid to begin your foundation paper piece
journey, as the author’s clear instructions will guide you and help you feel truly
accomplished.
The authors use a linear graph approach which contrasts with the bond graph approach
or the no graph approach
The spirit of the Southwestern United States comes to life in this beautifully
photographed book of gorgeous quilts inspired by the region. Modern lines and colors
meet ancient motifs in the 15 quilts and three smaller projects that reflect the color and
artistry of the land. Each quilt is artfully photographed on location in one of the five
Southwest regions from new Mexico to West Texas. Along with detailed piecing and
quilting instructions, author Kristi Schroeder shares with readers her favorite places to
shp, eat, and explore at each destination. Quilters can follow in Kristi's footsteps in
search of their own inspiration, or they can immerse themselves in the pictorial journey
through some of the most breathtaking landscapes in America. Part travel guide, part
sewing bok, this adventurous title is a must-have for any quilter who is so moved by
their surroundings that they feel inspired to create.
Provides information on getting the best use out of a serger, including how to set up the
machine, how to edge fabrics quickly, and other techniques such as roll hemming and
flatlocking.
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Your One-Volume Guide to Collectible Military Firearms! It's Standard Catalog of Military
Firearms, 6th Edition! If you collect military firearms, your best insurance policy is to know what
you're collecting and how much it's worth. There's no better source of this knowledge than the
updated, revised 6th edition of Phillip Peterson's Standard Catalog of Military Firearms. From
handguns to rifles to shotguns and fully-automatic machineguns and submachineguns,
Standard Catalog of Military Firearms provides a remarkable complete guide to the world's
military firearms and their accessories. It's all here: Detailed descriptions and values for the
world's military firearms, from Argentina to Yugoslavia Descriptions and values for related
accessories including clips, magazines, bayonets and holsters All-new entries for antique, precartridge era military firearms And much more! Protect yourself! Don't pay too much for military
firearms—or sell for too little! Know what your collection is worth with Standard Catalog of
Military Firearms, 6th edition!
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